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CHAPEL

Cigarette Causes
Fire in Section
And $100 Damage

Monday, Jan. 20 Doris FetKr,
Organ music.

2

Damage from the fire in Fifth Section of Kenarden Lodge on Jan. 7
will probably exceed $ 100 --in the
opinion of Donald Dickason, assistant business manager of the college.
This estimate is only tentative and was
given without the verification of the
insurance company.
Damages Woodwork
The fire which burned the door of
a first floor broom closet, damaged
the surrounding woodwork, scorched
all nearby walls and smoked up the
paint in the entire section" was only
prevented from being a serious conflagration by the fireproof construction of the building. Steel lathing,
terra cotta tile floors, and fireproof
plaster were the saving elements.
Mr. Dickason believes that the
flames started from a cigarette carelessly tossed into' a wastebasket. Fifteen
minutes before the fire was discovered,
the maids had emptied the baskets
into a trash can in the closet, and
here the rubbish probably caught from
the smoldering butt. Fabian Discovers Fire
Cfaig Fabian,- - presidenLofMSJ
G. A., discovered the fire at chapel
time, when the section was almost deserted. He met the Kenarden janitor,
who, smelling
Everett' Donaldson
dining
smoke in the
room had come
to investigate. Donaldson turned in
the alarm. He and Craig then returned to smother the flames with an
extinguisher, and had brought them
under control by the time the fire department arrived. Only one other student, Joe Dodds, was in the section,
asleep at the time.
Most of the damage has already
been repaired, or will be taken care
of in the near future. A warning was
issued by Mr. Dickason for all men in
the dorms to make certain that cigarettes are out before tossing them away.
--

History Students
Start Fraternity
Phi Alpha Theta, national

honor-

ary history fraternity, has organized
a new chapter on the Wooster campus.
At the first meeting
members, the following officers were
elected: president, Katherine Somer-lattand program
chairman, Dr. William J. Hail, head
of the history department; secretary,
Mildred E. McClellan; and treasurer,
John Bone.
The qualifications necessary for
membership in Phi Alpha Theta are
12 semester hours in history with a
better than "B" average, and a gens
eral average of "B" in at least
of the remaining hours taken.
The 16 chapter members of the
Woosterchapter arei Dr. Hail, Dr.
Aileen Dunham, Dr. Clayton S. Ellsworth, Katherine Somerlatte, Mildred
E. McClellan, John Bone, Elizabeth
"
Duffield, Marjorie Kemp,
ley, Eunice Saxe, Margaret Ahrens,
William Berry, Jack Bollens, Frances
Eisenberger,- Eldon Wheeler, and Virginia Hart.
of-the-ch-

artet4

e;

vice-preside-

nt

two-third-

Senate Postpones
Student Election

Chapel services have been discontinued for the rest of this week."

First FrooT"RfthSh6ws
Results of Conflagration

.

Kauke Gets Pay Station
For Long Distance Calk

Nominations for new Student SenTuesday, Jan. 21 Worship service
ate members 'which were originally
and notices. Services in charge of scheduled to have taken place this
"P?orTHiil- 7week- - hava- - been postponed jinulaf ter
Wednesday, Jan. 22 Address by Wil- - examinations.
bur LaRoe of Washington, D.C.
Those senators whose terms have exThursday, Jan. 23 Address to be giv- pired and who are eligible for
are Marion Roller, senior; Lois
en by President Wishart.
Boop and Eugene Beem, juniors; and
John Clay and Betty Hewitt, sophomores,

,

lit

re-electi-

Jr.

Speaks in Chapel

7
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McKee Becomes
C.A.A. Director
John D. McKee, business manager
of The College of Wooster,. has been
named general coordinator of the Civil
Pijot Training Course to be again offered as an elective course on the
campus "during the second semester.
Mr. McKee is replacing Dr. KajjT.
VerSteeg, head of the geology depart
merit, who will be on leave of ab- "
sence.
The ten Wooster students who registered for the course last semester
have now successfully passed both the
ground school and flight examinations. The students who completed the
training are: Helen Biggers, J. Bruce
Powers, Robert Jaffray, Warner Morse,
Paul Lamale,.Stan Good, Byron
George, Verden McQueen,
,
and Hunt Myers.
Results Please Ver Steeg
In a statement issued to the Voice,
Dr. VerSteeg, one of the chief instigators of the plan, on this campus,
said that the group has done exceptionally well. They passed both their
flight and ground tests with unusually
high ratings and their success places
Wooster high among the ranks of
those schools offering this course. Most
colleges have at least one or two who
do not finish successfully. .
Contrary to current rumors that
have been circulating, there will be
only 10 students, not 20, who will be
allowed by the government to take
the training course during the second
Semesterr-Als- o,
it
no advanced course in maneuvers
would be offered this year.
Physical Exam Given
Preliminary physical .examinations
were given Thursday, Jan. 9 to those
students who have registered their
intention of taking the course next
semester. All except two of those examined were passed. The applicants
still have to be examined by the C.
A. A. physician; Dr. M. D. Shilling of
Ashland.
The ground school course will be
in charge of Dr. Earl W. Ford, Dr.
Charles OrWilliamsorTancfWr. Char-le- s
Moke.
'

.
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d

was-announced--that.

Wilbur LaRoe, Jr., civic leader,
prominent religious worker and corporation lawyer of Washington, D.C.
will address the student body at chapel,
Wednesday, Jan. 22. Mr. LaRoe's subject will be 'The Spirit of Wooster".
Graduated from Princeton in 1909
and from New Jersey Law School in
1912, Mr. LaRoe became Chief ExCommerce
aminer for the Inter-Stat- e
Commission in 1918. He is a member
of the bar of New Jersey and the District of Columbia and is Association
Counsel in Washington for the Port
of New York Authority.

At present Mr. LaRoe is chairman
of the Board' of Parole of the District
of ColumbiaJThispositionhasfin!
abled him to bring about a large
measure of cooperation between law
enforcementpfficers, church interests
and social workers in solving social
and crime problems. He is also chairman of the committee on Civic Affairs
of Washington Federation of Churches, and author of a recent book on
parole problems "Parole With Hon
or
His daughter, Dorothy
of the sophomore class.

is a member

Johnston, Campbell

liveliest musicale yet conceived and executed by thisorganization.
-

Gayle Lathrop, former director of
admissions at Wooster, will speak at
the hext meeting of the Y. M. C. A.
This meeting wilf take place some
time during the first two weeks of the
second se.nester.
?r
Mr. Lathrop is the head of the col- tgSfe.XiM--C-!- Ohio, having
A'
graduated Jrom-V,4,rer1931.
:
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When four irrestible amorous
meet up with one enigmatic

Rom-eo-

s

of the current influenza epidemic, I should like, through
the Voice, to say a word which might at once encourage every possible precaution and discourage any kind of panic. While the
epidemic is quite widespread, those of us who were through the flu
epidemic of 1918 will testify that there is really no comparison in
the virulence of the disease. Thus far we have had no complications such as were so prevalent in 1918, and while some temperatures have been high enough, the infection has progressed normally. It is hoped that the peak will be passed in a day or so.
It was demed best to cancel the chapel exercises because the
risk of infection is always 'greater in a large crowd and in a room
difficult to ventilated Small class groups in well ventilated rooms
furnish no more risk than groups in the dormitories, and unless students were able to go to their homes, we could not see any gain in
calling off the classes, especially since examinations are imminent,
and classwork in the next few days doubly important.
The College is making every effort to combat the epidemic. Dr.
Wright and our reinforced corps of nurses are working night and
day. We ask the cooperation of all students in these ways; avoid
large crowds; get plenty of sleep;'get plenty of fresh air; eat norm- ally and regularly; be careful about infection from soiled dishes;
and at first sign of cough, cold, or temperature, report at Hygeia
Hall. Worry or panic only make the matter worse. Combined with
all other precautions against catching the flu, you will find that
coolness and serenity are the best possible preventives.

ed

.

From beginning' to end there is a
fire of snappy dialogue interspersed with contrasting dreamy melodies sung by Tink Carter and Scott
Tionird'wifhraFmodern-'thm-a-l
back

.
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MacLean

i

Offers-Pop- ular

Course- The American Short Storycourse
offered for the first time next semester
is the most popular new course according to those in charge of registra
tion. The new two hour course was
completely filled on the opening day
of registration. This course, English
296, will be taught by Mr. Henry Mac-Lean.

MarilynJohnston and Joan

Camp-

bell will represent Wooster in the
women's reading contest and the women's oratorical contest in Springfield,
Ohio, Mar. 21.
Schools competing in the contests to
at Wittenberg College are:
Wittenberg, Wesleyan, Denison, Muskingum, Uttelein7Cap"if6lreidet
berg, Baldwin Wallace, Kent, Akron,
and .Wooster. The contests will be
judged by speech teachers of these
be held

colleges.

Miss Johnston will represent Wooster in the reading contest in which all
schools will present lyric poetry selections. Miss Campbell will compete in
the oratorical contest and has not yet
selected the topic for her oration. Miss
Johnston and Miss Campbell were
both chosen by the speech department during the Christmas vacation
to represent the college at Witten-ber--
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Alumni Clubs Elect
in December
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Canton alumni organization.
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The latest victim of the Wooster
flu epidemic are the various dances
scheduled for the coming week-enThe Douglass formal on Friday night,
Second Section's informal dance on
the same night, and the vie dance in
Babcock on Saturday have been postponed or called off altogether. The
basketball game with Kent State Saturday night may suffer the same fate.
Latest available reports from Hygeia indicate that the entire building
is filled, with the normal limit of 30
being swelled to 40 by the addition
of several new beds. One senior
confined in the operating room for
lack of space. A freshman boy spent
Tuesday night in the doctor's office,
and it is rumored that some students
have been placed in the cellar. The
number of men and women patients
is about eaual.

Data Will Reveal
Typical Student
In Index Feature

ch

ground. Dances from stately waltzes
to lively jitterbugging, supported by
the syncopation of three pianos and a
small but
dance band. ' During the month of "December,
Which, all in all, makes Feb. 27 and Wooster alumni clubs in 39 different
days on the spring col- sections of the country from Maine
28
legiate program.
to California from Florida to MinneThe complete cast, chorus and sota met to enjoy the fellowship of
technical crew of "Clear as Crystal" renewing old college acquaintances.
Some groups met in churches, while!
is as follows: The cast: "Christel,
others
met in private homes and hoplaye'd by Tink Carter; Phil by Scott
tels.
As
many as possible of the presLeonard; Tom, Art Pocock; Chaun-cey- ,
faculty were present when
Wooster
ent
Jim Rowej Mitzi, Mary Louise
the
groups held their meetvarious
Greene; Chesty Cheswick, Byron Fair;
ings.
Mrs. Fiegenbusch,
Jane Needham;
At these meetings new club officers
Dean Cruickshank, Virginia Lee;
elected. Richard Mezzo-tero- ,
Dick Miller; Girdlestone,
'22, is president 'of the New
Jim Bean, and Superman ah SuperConn, organization, while F.
Haven,
man!
.
F. Frazier, '04, is ' president of the
The 17 members of the chorus are Zanesville, O. club. Hugh Howey,
Jean Branson, Virginia Clark, Lynn '21,' has been elected the new presiEddy, Jeanne Gault, Helen Haas, dent
of the Tuscarawas Valley alumni
Gloria. Parker, Janet Roby, Marge club; James Perkins, '29, is head of
Rydstrom, Mary Helen Scanlon, Mary the New England district. Dorothy
Smucker, Jim Bean, Harry Bigelow, Donaldson, '38, is president "of the
Joe Dodds, Don Hoff, John Mitchell, Washington, Pa. club; John Billings-ley- ,
Marty Ledoux and Bill Lefevre.
'21, head of Pittsburgh organizaGiving of their time and able
tion; Annabel Hartle, '27, was elected
are the technicians composed head of the Cincinnati club; John
of Bob Arnold, director; Johnston Weeks, '26, Is the new head of the
Lewis, assistant director; Lois Lambie, Clecefand district; Lawrence Avison,
director of music; her assistant Marie '11, New YorksvHarry D. Gault, '11,
Horst; Charles Wynn, business man-age- Detroit; and John Maxwell, '37, has
and Francis Browne, technical been elected the new president of the

es

Students Turned Away
Many students have been turned
away from the hospital with only
CHARLES F. WISHART
medicine and instructions. On Wednes
day three girls were in bed at Bab- cock, six in Hoover, two in Holden
Annex," three in Holden and off
campus houses gave no report. Douglass hall counted at least ten victims
id as for the sections
thev aren't
talking. The girls in Holden Annex
are making charts of the number of
Choosing the typical Wooster boy glasses of water they drink each day,
and girl will be a feature of the 1941 are keeping their rooms at a moderate
Index.
temperature and are careful to sarsle
the least sign of a symptom.
at
Index representatives will get in
Chapel services were discontinued
touch with all the students, during the
week-enof Jan.
and will give on Monday by order of the deans,
them questionnaires to fill out. The when it became evident that the con
questions deal with matters of per- tagion had become serious. Dr. R. C
Wright, college physician advised all
sonal appearance,
activities, dates, grades, and study hab- students to get plenty of rest and not

The course is intended
an
historical and critical survey of the
r
.
American short story from the begin its.'
..
Kappa Theta Gamma is presenting ning to the present. Special attenJohn Clay and Mary Ellen Park
as its first dramatic offering of the tion will be given
to background will have charge of tabulating all
1941 season the amusing and myster- stimuli and
to contemporary authors. these statistics. They will first deterious drama "Berkeley Square" by
The American Short Story course mine the average answer to each quesJohn L. Balderston, on Mar. 13, 14, will first,
examine critically the pur tion. The questions will then be ar15.
pose, scope, and the artistic and dra ranged in the order of their importIn accordance with the climax of
matic possibilities of the short story. ance. Each question will be checked
the play Kappa Theta Gamma tried
Then, through key authors, it will against the average, and those that 'do
to select a play of distinction. "Berketrace the historical development of not come close to the average will be
ley Square" is such a play. It offers
the short story in America through discarded.
opportunities in all phases of dramatic
Poe and Hawthorne, thelocal-color-H
InaeiT
naex representativeshdillhelp
pracsUctionVThis play is unique in that ists-suand tiarland, the in interviewing the students are: Marie
asHarte
it is a costume play, the costumes beearly realist and naturalists Crane and Thede, Evelyn Baker, Ruth Marker,
ing elaborate and numerous.
- London, the 20th century writers,
Betty Gourley, Eleanor Kister, Tillie
The cast for "Berkeley Square"
Dreiser, Wharton, Steele, and others, Walker, Glenys Morris, Ruth Lamwhich gives opportunities to almost
and finally and with special emphasis born, Jo Kibler, Alice Neff, Ruth
the entire personnel of Kappa Theta
the contemporaries Hemingway, Gensbigler, Shirley Clark, Corrine
Gamma is:
Faulkner, Saroyan, Steinbeck, Ander- Coppock, and Celia Retzler.
Maid, Alice Neff; Tom Pettigrew,
son, and others. Throughout special
The results will naturally be kepr
Robert Thomas; Kate, Joan Campbell;
background material will be noted
until the Index is published in
secret
Lady Anne, Marylin Johnston; Mr.
the interest in horror and sentiment, the spring.
Throstle, Robert Arnold; Helen Pettithe rise of American humor, the opengrew, Bethel Boyer; Ambassador, Robing of the West, the growth of the
Mrs. Borwick, Lois
ert Harring;
magazines and the influence of jourRegistration Decreases
Clowes; Peter Standish, Paul Gruber;
nalism, the 'naturalistic' philosophies
Marjorie Frank, Virginia Lee; Major
of the turn of the century, the postThe Registrar's office reported this
Ginton, Wayne Lykes; Miss Barry-morpsychology.
war 'waste-lanweek
that the total number of stuMary Wilcox; The Duchess,
Other
new
Economics
courses
dents
are:
who have, thus far, registered
Celia ,
Lord Stanley, Harry
Prof.
Kingman
E.
724,
Eberhart;
the
for
a
second semester is 913. This
Page, and His Royal Highness Jim
"
iri
advance!
'
following
course
statistics
number
is expected to be increased
Wise.
the elementary course of the first before the beginning of the new sesemester. Education 214, Mr. Arthur mester. There are about 21 first semeswick; a study of interests and ter students who have
South
not yet reg.
abilities as related to preparation for istered, and there is a likelihood that
Officers
one's life work.
several new students will register.

-

im-

movable girl named Christel on a
college campus, you may be sure of
a new twist in the old romantic triangle, now enlarged to a puzzling and
hilarious
battle for love.
Even Superman (who really does exist
and is being borrowed for this production through the courtesy of the
funny papers) has trouble figuring
out "the solution to,this romantic tan'
gle.

running

In

.

Represent Wooster

Faculty Swells Sick List
Suffer

Week-cndJJDanc-

co-autho- rs

.

Already the complete corps of 35
members of the cast, chorus and
technical crew, under the able direction of Robert Arnold, are holding
"'-daily,' rehearsals.
-- iy

five-corner-

Lathrop Speaks to Y. M.

n

Ep

.'

Carter. Scott Leonard, Superman
Head The Cast ol The Gum Shoe

When the curtain rings up on the
boards of Taylor Auditorium the evePrexy Plans Full Schedule nings of Feb. 27 and. 28 the latest edition of the Gum Shoe Hop's annual
For This Next Month
production, "Clear as Crystal", will be
full swing. Book by Johnston Lewin
Dr. Charles F. Wishart has been
is,
with. lyrics by Lois Lambie, this
scheduled to give two graduation adyear's
musical production, based on a
dresses among his activities for the
collegiatetheme on an
Thursday, Jan. 23,
coming week.
full promise to be the
gives
campus,
Prexy will deliver two

Student Senate has announced a
prize of 20 to be awarded to the
student presenting the best manuscript for the annual Color Day pageant. The deadline for entries has
been set for Feb. 12.
There are no rules to be followed
in the writing of the pageant. It must
accommodate a large cast. Especially
to be considered is the beautiful spectacle of color and dance, which all
previous pageants have presented. The
contest is open to anyone in the college with creative ability who is interested. . .
Jean Hudson, and Ruth Lamborn
were
of "The Warp and
Woof of Wooster" which was presented at Color Day last year. It will
be remembered that the pageant contained a beautiful interpretation of
the weaving of the Wooster. plaid.
Manuscripts may be given to any
member, of the Student Senate before
the date announced. A committee,
headed by Chris Bry son. and assisted
by Frederick W.' Moore, as faculty
advisor, will judge the competing ideas
on a basis of originality; adaptability,
and suitability.
The entire Color Day program is
produced under the auspices of the
Student Senate with faculty committees assisting in the presentation of
the pageant. V

Kappa Theta Picks
"Berkeley Square"

-

commencement
addresses in Youngstpwn, O. The
first will be given at 9:30 a.m. in
South high school, and the second at
8 p.m. in Chaney high school.
On Saturday, Jan. 18, Dr. Wishart
will address the City club of Rochester,
N. Y. at a luncheon. His subject will
be "Religion and Education", Sunday,
Jan. 19, President Wishart will preach
at the First Presbyterian church , in
Phelps, N. Y. This is the residence
of Birt E. Babcock, a member of the
board of trustees.

Prexy-AdYisesValmJnJJu-
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W. LaRoe,
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Influenza Epidemic Leaves
Many-VictiIn Its Wake

Bo we Appeals

For

Appropriations
To Help Rehouse Music Department

There U an imperative neecTfor a
S. O. S. S. O. S. - The Con
servatory is sending out an urgent call listening room. At present, students in
for help. In the past the music de the music appreciation courses have
partment has done its best to work to go to. Kauke music room. This is
with inadequate equipment and space, not always open and other music lov
but it is becoming increasingly diffi er do not appreciate having to listen
cult. The practice house was a former to the students coming test in the lim
stable and the practice rooms were t ited time the room is open.
originally stalls. There is no. soundProfessor Neill Rowe is making a
proofing in either the practice house plea for $350,000 to complete the en
or the Conservatory. You are assailed tire project. He feels that the building
by the squeaking of violins, the blast- wiU cost $300,000, the equipment will
ing of trumpets, the banging of pi- come to $27,000, and a $25,000 en
anos, and the screeching, of voices dowment will help carry it.
from all sides. It is .utterly impossible
The new building would be up on
to compose a lovely lilting melody the hill where it could take advantage
amidst all this tumult. There are not of proximity of light, heat, etc. Stuhalf enough studios for the teachers dents would" not have to rush down
to give lessons in. One teacher has to the hill after chapel to practice and
wait for another to complete a lesson dash back up for fourth hour with
before "he can 'begin and this upsets twenty minutes out for the trip up and
everyone's schedule. The only alter- down. ,The Conservatory would be
native is to go out to the practice more united with the campus. There
house and who can tell whether that would no longer be so great a separa
light soprano voice is true or not when tion ' between Conservatory students
a bass is roaring sway on one side, and liberal arts students.
and the cellist is way off key on the
This is an idea which is worth
other tide.
deep thought and consideration.

to become overtired.
Faculty Members
Faculty members on the sick list are:
Professors Roy I. Grady, Karl T. Ver
Steeg, and Ralph .V. Bangham; Drs.
Lowell Coolidge, Clayton Ellsworth,
and Paul Bushnell;
Dean Rachael
MacKenzie, Miss Ruth Saddler, Miss
Eva Newnan, Miss Mable Little. Dean
John Bruere, Mr. George Bradford,
Mr. Fobes, Mr. Whitney Stoneburner.
and Mr. Charles Moke.
According to tHeTatest cumulative
report of the United States Health
Service, 77,144 people had the - flu
throughout 'the entire country on Tan- 4. Wooster is not the only college af
fected. Many colleges in the east and
west have suffered similar reductions
in their student populations. Wash
ington and Jefferson College at Wash
ington, Pa. was closed Jan. 13 and 14
as the flue numbered 150 victims An
the campus.
Many students living in and near
Wooster were sent home, in order to
make room for the new cases, which
are being treated inthedorms7 Sev
era! Red Cross volunteers are helping
in the hospital,' and extra help has
been employed in the kitchen.

Woosier Debaters in
Triangular Meeting
The College of Wooster debating
team will compete against Western
Reserve and Ohio Wesleyan in the
Annual Triangular Debates which arc
to be held on Friday evening, Dec 17.
The "Scot" orators will divide into two
teams, one team staying at home to
debate with Ohio Wesleyan and the
other .team 'traveling to Cleveland todebate Western Reserve. On the same
evening a Western Reserve team will
be in Delaware, Ohio to speak against
Ohio Wesleyan.

.

-

The question of the debates is: "Re- solved. That the United States should
cease to oppose Japanese aggression
in the Far East." At home, in Taylor
hall, commencing at 7:30 pjm. three
Wooster men, Herbert Rogers, Stanley
Coates and Robert Ricksecker will
carry the affirmative side of the argu- ment with Stanley Coates speaking
again in the rebuttal la Cleveland,
David Neely, Dick Wallace and Albert Klivington will take the opposite
side the negative against Western
Reserve.
On Feb. 1 the Wooster women
.

de-hat- ers

will

participate in a tournament

debate with .over 20 college teams on
another timely question: "Resolved,

That the nations of the Western Hemisphere should form a permanent

.
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Laval's dismissal indicates that we were
wrong when we thought the French government was Vichy Vashy.
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I have been asked to announce that freshmen need no longer-wea- r
their freshman caps.
i

Because of the flu epidemic Chapel has been
suspended.. The administration fears that the
flu may spread if the students congregate too
much. It would be better if they closed the
hospital for that seems to 'be the place where
the biggest crowds gather.
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eV o i c e Goes
To The Parties
.

By

JEAN SMELTZ

It's with heavy" hearts that we harken

ng,

4-jLtJ-

hdr
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the call will be made, and the
swer will be the same.

J?il855!lLJ'lW'ite-

Wooster spirits

to

Of interest here Wednesday was the beer
truck that pulled out of the driveway at
Perhaps it is a mild attempt to cure
that most talked-o- f fad of the current season-f- lu?

-

1

Letter to
the Editor

d

.hopefully.
The town girls are taking over Babcock from
8 to 11 p.m. this Friday for an informal dance.
The defense program and the patriotic feeling
-- Which run8 high these days has inspired the
girls to use nautical decorations. A tip to those
boys who are fortunate enough to be going:
bring along a'dime. The girls are not serving

k.

.

"?

Johnny Miller

refreshments.
The- freshman men are giving the annual
Douglass dance and open house this Friday.
The couples dance in Douglass basement to the.
strains of our favorite Larry Grayson (the
Cruisers). The whole dorm will glow with the
thorough - cleaning to which it has been
subjected and the boys will proudly show off
their living quarters. Refreshments .will be
served in the rooms. This affair is one of the
highlights of Wooster 's social season.
Now we advance over to Kenarden to see
what our upperclassmen are doing. Only one
section shows any sign of life. SECTION
TWO has determined to have an informal
dance in Galpin, flu or do flu. No second
rate
band will do for these lofty lads, they will
dance to none but the best, a subtle way of
saying its a vie dance. Bill Baker is in charge
which will involve changing the records. The
couples will dance from..7 'til 11.
That winds up the official night life for
Friday.
.

Also on our list of compliments this week
comes Johnny Miller and "his fine work with
the alumni catalogue. After looking it over
we think it must have been quite some job.
Johnny also divides the credit with several
others who lent helping hands.

.

THURSDAY, JAN. 16
2:30 Gum Slioe, Hop Rehearsal

.

Lower Babcock
Women's Glee Club
Chapel

FRIDAY; JAN. 17

2:30 Gum Shoe Hop Rehearsal
Kauke 201
Section Informal
Lower Galpin
e:
Ohio Wesleyan Tayfor Hall
'8:1 J Douglass Hall Formal
Lower Douglass
l:30r-Sec- ond

7:30-Debat-

Kauke 201
Gym

..

Band practice

7-- 9

Lower Kauke

TUESDAY, JAN. 21
Women's Glee Club Lower Kauke
7-8:- 30

7:30-i-Basketb-

all

game

Gym

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22
3:30-Col- lege
Circle's Weekly Tea
Lower Galpin
6:47-7:30
Y. W. C. A. Meeting '
Lower Babcock,

THURSDAY, JAN. 23
Women'i .Glee Club
7-8:- 30

,

de-fe-

A rgjonalizer,

Wooster Today '
Saturday there's a basketball game with
Kent at 7:30. Let's all keep our fingers crossed. . Dear Editor:
I think it is horrible the situation
Because of the amount of illness, it is doubtthat exists on this campus.
,
ful if there will be a dance after the game,
Respectfully,
keep your eyes open for further notice.
A senior.
.After the dance, if there is one, FIFTH
SECTION is going to feed some freshmen ice
Fred Waring
cream and peanuts. This type of stag party
To
whomever
it may concern:
always lasts indefinitely with funny stories the
Several
weeks
ago a student sugmain form of entertainment. Of course I
gested that the Wooster student, body
wouldn't know from experience.
petition Fred Waring to write us a
Well all's wejl that ends. That's what this . college song. Since
then some informaarticle is doing.". .
tion on the subject has come to us',
; According
to .the latest report the above ' which we will be very glad to turn
social function will not be held this week- over to you if you wish to carry out
.end but will be postponed until further
'
your suggestion.

Chapel

--

--

at

,

.

SATURDAY, JAN. 18
9 a.m. Gum Shoe Hop Rehearsal

'

We have begun to wonder if there
is a great deal of practicality in con-- ,
tinuing the meetings of Sunday Evening Forum the remainder of the
year. A large degree of student indifference has been noted in many of
the campus organizations this year.
With this fact and the fact that outside speakers have apparently been
very difficult to secure, we feel that
the force and purpose of the organization has been lost in its attempt to"
maintain a weekly meeting, whatever
,
its value.
Would it not be better for some of
these struggling groups to admit
and save a lot of people worry?
The demand upon student time is
now so great that unless a program is
extremely interesting there are few
who attend. How about some really
constructive work along this line?
Sincerely,

Helen, Merry

.

up of armaments has always been
recognized as leading to war. This'
year it seems such armaments are go- ing to be (he agencies mainly responsible fofTteeping us out. .
We can't believe it. This theory, and
all theories along this line that say we
can stay out of war and still follow
measures "short of war" are based
on the thesis that this war is different
from all other wars, and that consequently certain things can be done at
the present time without danger that,
could not formerly be done. We don't
believe this either.
And so it is that we feel Mr. White's
resignation is fundamental in the life
perhaps the death of the male
7- -r
students of this campus.

Washington State College claims to have the smallest bible in the
world. The bible, a library oddity, is one and one-hainches long and
a half inch thick. It is equipped with a miniature magnifying glass and contains the full text of the Old and New Testaments.

The Library

Dining halls at West Virginia university serve more than 100,000 eggs
a year.

. .

'

'
.

Vidette.

.

- Harvard
University ornithologists are chasing seagulls by airplane in
an effort to learn something about the homing instinct of the birds.

lf

Recommends

HOUGH, H,

f

Virginia Babcock, a student at Illinois State Normal university, corresponds to forty people in all part of the world. Among them are a
soldier in Tunisia, an R. A. F. pilot, a German propagandist, and an Egyptian
customs official.

. .

-

.

AKELEY, MRS. MARY LEE
The Wilderness Lives Again; Carl
Akeley and the great adventure. Mrs.
Akeley stresses the work of her famous husband for the Field Museum of
Chicago and in Africa for the Akeley
African Hall in New York City.

Students who fail to speak French in the French House at Beaver College,
Jenkmtown, Pa., are fined.
v;.;,"
,. ;
'
;

..

-i-

..

...

A professor at Seattle College was scheduled to give a lecture on memory. He didn't forget to give the speech but he gave it a week early in the
wrong class.

The University of Detroit football team played games on both the
Pacific and Atlantic coasts this fall. In the west, it played Gonzaga University at Spokane, Washington. In the east, it played Manhattan University
'
in New York City.

B.

Country Editor. The personal story
of the author's twenty years as editor of the Vineyard Gazette, a weekly in Edgarton on Martha's Vineyard.
The book is interesting because it tells
--

r

Jukka Peitso, a student at Wittenberg, was, only a year ago fighting
against the Russians. Peitso, a Finnish exchange student at Wittenberg, was
a member of one of the famous ski patrols He was one of 300 survivors
out of a regiment of 2,000. He was given the Mannerheim medal for valor
and service. Peitso served for the entire duration of the war in the Manner'
.
heim line.
'
Wittenberg Torch

department. In
the possession and building

Ohio University awarded a diploma to
"before the Civil War.

John N. Templeton, a negro,
4

nfLthestrugglesencounteredinihe
publishing of the paper and because
it gives a delightful picture of the
townspeople, the summer visitors, and
small town life in general.
McCORMICK, J. P.
As a Flame Springs. A retelling of
the romance of Robert and Elizabeth
Browning.
7

For the first time in history, Harvard University has operated in the
red. Last year the institution ended with a 58,000 deficit.
--

The University of Wichita received the proceeds from the sale of more
than 1000 bushels of wheat raised in the area in front of its administration
'
building.
7

1

PEATTIE, DONALD CULROSS,

For two months, at the beginning of the year, the Tuskegee Institute
aeronautics class travelled 80 miles a day to receive flight training.

editor

Audubon's America. A truly

beauti-

ful book which should have a wide
appeal as biography, travel, natural
history, and as a picture of America
in Audubon's day.
PERRY, R. B.

.

Shall Not Perish from the Earth.
A short book on the subjects of democracy and totalitarianism. It endeavors to make America realize what
she4ias to defend and what to resist.

TODD, HELEN
A Man Named Grant. "The book
is as readable as a novel, as dramatic
as vigorous as an ad- PY

The Polytechnic Institute of Puerto Rico publishes the college paper in
Spanish and English. The paper is written by both faculty

two languages,

and students.

-

and incidents coincide exactly with
the facts of history."

U33iJ
frQUIRAV

7

With exams on their way, parents
who worry about their college sons and
daughters not getting enough sleep will
find comfort in the figures compiled

8
9
10

MAR-RIAG- E

LEGE?
Francis Brown, Sr.: If sure of a job
which would offer a reasonable sal-- .
lary (1200 minimum), I would
consider immediate marriage. However, with several years of graduate
work in view, I would advise waiting. I believe that earning power in
one's chosen field is 'a more important factor than age.

hours
hours
hours
or more

The table

38

35

33

31

36

7

6

10

2

1

.'

...

2

'4

below shows how added

ules of upper classmen cut down sleep.
But the survey revealed no evidence
that during the normal college day
there is any wholesale studying in the
"wee small hours." The majority of
students, the
bring to
light, sleeps seven or eight hours daily.

It was found that women, by their
own admission, sleep more than do
men. Lower classmen (freshmen and
sophomores) spend, more time in bed
than do upper classmen (juniors, seniors, and graduates).

Sleep per night:

All

cross-sortin-

breakdown
to increase
periods of
decrease in

gs

Lower- -

per night:

or less

hours..

6 hours

4

"

17

4

3

19

15

or less hours
6 hours
.
'7 hours
'.
8 hours
9 hours
10 or more
5

4

.

V

Dot Rickarda, Soph.: It would seem
.! best to 'me riot to consider marriage
until one was about 24 years of age
and had a couple of years working
experience.
--

I

19

"

7 34

41

35

30

9

5

2

1

.

'.

ACP

J

ATI0N F0RU.S.
AS A WHOLE IS
COMPLETION

5

16

CAMPUS CAMERA

S.

4

.:

Men Worn.

.

Upper-Slee- p

classmen classmen

.

5

37

vity.,rlong.er,

veys.

Note in the following
how the percentages tend
among the longer sleeping
women, while they tend to
the 'column for men:

QUESTION: AT WHAT AGE AND
UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS
WOULD YOU CONSIDER
AFTER LEAVING COL-- ,

:

Student Opinion Survey Reveals That
Women Average More Sleep than Men

venlure-6ryrTer't- he

We're Not Forum
Dear Editor:

-

College Appointments

Kent

-

post-

ponement. But the students of Wooster have
gone ahead and planned a- busy week-en-

7

7:30 Basketball game
MONDAY, JAN. 20

y

an-earl- y

.

7-- 1

this column should start

a permanent department, on the steps
to war and how we are doing in our
lessons on the subject. Certainly no
one can miss the implications in the

The' phrase
ot
short
war"
which
has
enjoyed
But td look to the future, as th wisp rlrf '
such
a
vogue
these
few
last
months
is
The main object on our horizon at die present ;
being
less
used
less,
and
and
seems
is a minute germ. This germ has caught many
burial. In fact,
bri" the Wooster campus and the rest " of ' us ""' .destined for
if
look
you
back
this
on
column when
are avoiding it. Because ..of the flu, chapel has
the
dandelions
are
ruining
your golf
been called off until further notice and the sogame
you'll
probably
wonder
what all
cial events of the week are subject

--

7-8:- 30

an-

One Step to War
Probably

onrnaayrjarfrii

ng

pre-serve- d.

Bab-coc-

back-to-

.

last Saturday's basketball game with Ohio
Wesleyali. But we drowned our sorrows in
music at the vie dance after the defeat. Our
spirits rise a little.
Wooster has often been called the "match
factory" of the middle west. .The diamonds
flashed around recently seem to bear up these
words. Our administration is not immune either. Miss Carrie Helen Ferguson joined hands
and heart with J. R. McLaughlin, former
treasurer of Wooster, Saturday afternoon at 2
o'clock, while Dr. Wishart tied the knot.
More faculty notes seem to be on the list
this week. This type of announcement is a
little new to me but I'll do my best. Professor
and Mrs. William DeVeny of the music de- partment. are oleased tn annnimrc rho arrival
of a seven pound seven ounce baby daughter

al

per-petuati-

'

.

Th

Laurels to W. S. G. A. this week for some
good old serious introsprticn. They are acknowledging the fact that there may be some'
thine wron? in the organization. Amending.
will no longer suffice.- - They are?
considering the fact that the fundamental rule
may be at fault They are attempting to. weed
out the dead material; the rules that have long
since lost their significance; but words that
lent impressiveness to an administrative
stitution.
.
It would be a good .idea for others of a
similar position; on the campus to do a little
reorganizing bring those aims up to date.
Make your laws practical. Then see how many
of you, after digging to the bottom of the
accumulation of years, have the same funda-mentpurpose. See how many of you are try
ing to do die same job, but are doing it com'
petitively.
How many of you actually know for what
the clubs stand to which you belong? Why did
purposes?
Of are" we willing to go "on for years
inertia? And it is in the small liberal
arts colleges where cultural progress is
Get-o- n
the band wagomvith W. S.
G. A.!
re-amendi-

Britain Does Not Need Men
The president spoke truthfully;
Britain does not need men now. But
when the time comes, and it is inevitable that that time will come, when
Britain does need men, the United
'States will send those meh
So certain is the British Prime Minister of this that he was able to say
in the last week it would be impossible
for Britain to beat Hitler without
United States help.
The position of the United States
is easily definable. Our cold, bleak
upon the same -: January - is looking
scene early 1916 viewed. England
needs no men, just all the aid possible
short of war. Then came a hypothetical moment about June 1916, when,
for the first time, Britain had enough
arms and supplies to equip all her
men. At that time, and not until that
time did she call for an expeditionary
force. When that time comes in this
war, and it is rapidly drawing nigh,

Those who last spring sold their Index to
English to the book store for 25 cents will be
glad to hear that it is on exhibit in the art
department as one of the fifty books of the

STAFF

P

mad dash to war.
Our president, in two speeches which
would have done justice to Mr. Roosevelt the First, dedicated this country
irrevocably to a policy of annihilating
Hitler and everything connected with
him. In both' his fireside chat and the
address to Congress there were no
specifications as to the amount of airplanes and aid we would give Britain
with the one exception no men
because, BRITAIN DOES NOT
"
NEED MEN.
;

Do you think that Mussolini has taken over
Turkey's title as "the sick man of Europe."

FEATURE STAFF

--

War."
The only regrettable element in this
story is that a moderate like Mr.
White would not keep his office and
do everything in his power to slow our

--

, Jim CanncIL- -

NEWS

,

.

After Ball Game"
Why, Reverend!

or 1372

Wia

last-issu- e-

'

-

.

seems he has scruples about going to
war. He wrote to a friend, "In two
of our chapters, New York and Washington, we. have a bunch of warmongers,' and under our organization we
have no way to oust them and I just
can't remain at the head of an organization which is being used by those
chapters toghost dance for war."
The name, of the committee,
priately enough, is to be changed to
"The Mobilization of America for

Some of us were greatly disgusted by the
ban on Mendelssohn's music in Nazi Germany. Little did wedream that the day would
come when here in (democratic America radio
orchestras wouldibeprohibited from playing
the songs of Georgj Gershwin.

takeW-'tatmT-histor-

"years past,

William Allen White has resigned
from the Committee to Defend the
United States by Aiding Britain. It

B96JL
Ohio.

--

jo-da-

-

William Alien Whita Resigns

Ce&at PmUaLtrt RtprtttnUth
Maomon Ave.
New Yomk. N. Y.

SJiiuliiriua

'..

it deserves recognition bothTin the annals "bf"th'e'wisra
and in this humble column.

National Advertising Service, Inc.
410

was about. By that time the
question will have resolved itself into
the simple question, war.or.no war?
y
Such academic tripe as is written
will indeed be passed.
One such important step has 'been

pKeonnu5Kurs

MVBmaM .n

HATIOMAi.

the furor

,

By BOB RICKSECKER
It i to seldom nowadays that a ray
of light shines through tha pugnacious
heavens that when this atmospherical

.

Thirty University of North Dakota students have a "Camp Depression". -The camp is a men's dormitory made up of seven railroad
s cars. A!i
the students are self supporting. They cook their own meals and work four
hours a week for their "rooms".
.,
'

.

Member

I

y

HAILSTONES-- !

White Resigns Chair When Committee
Becomes Interested in Mobilization

'

.....

1

'
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Lewis Yates,

Jr.: This depends on your
desire for marriage, the wishes of
your girl, and last but not least your
financial status. Everything being
favorable, I would suggest marriage
as soon after 21 years of age as
possible and not later than thirty. "

Martha Wylie, Sr.: Marriage would
depend upon the circumstances. I
would wait at least long enough to
be sure that I was marrying the
right person.
1

Bob Bricker, Fr.: IvwouId consider
marriage anytime after I left college
providing I could find a girl who
could cook and who would be will
ing to stay home and watch the
kids instead of going gafavanting..
.

Roy Larick, Jr.: It doesn't seem to
me that age makes much difference.
After college, one is old enough, but
it is the lack of that almighty dollar which is likely to cause trouble.

J

1
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FLORIDA

'Tiwrt lnwifiiTOI lagSaggqj-- I
SOUTHERN COLLEGE
.

HAS THE ONLY IMPORTED HINDU
TEMPLE N AMERICA. THIS
TEMPLE WEIGHS 10 TONS,
WAS BROUGHT TO THE FLORIDA
- CAMPUS FROM dENARESJNDIA.
HAWD-CACV-

ED

Each year the presii5ent of

northwestern

umiv.

lights

purple CANDLE 4 ft. HIGH
AT cVOI P.M ON A WEDNESDAY IN
THE MIDDLE OF MAY. AT THE
SAME MOMENT NU ALUMNI ALL

AHUGH

OVER TV

WORLD UGHT CANDLES.

1
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"Wooster Mermen
iopple tf.L.
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200 yd. fre style: Green W, Greet-haBG, Steiner W. Time 2:12.4.
30 yd. free style: Lessing W, Morse
JJ Roberts BG. Time 27.3.
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Benched by Influenza

Good W, Osthiemer

Fancy diving:
BG.
'
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style with "Mouse" Morse finishing a
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Mc-Ge-
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close second.
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The Miami Redskins invaded Woosbasketball seater to get the 1940-4- 1
son under way. The boys from Oxford, Ohio, came here undefeated but
were forced to return home 'with a
defeat chalked up against their
record. It was a rough game, 32 fouls
being called, 1 5 against the Scots. The
Wooster long shots were not hitting as
they usually do, but their rugged defense gave them a 17 to 12 lead at
the half. In the second half the home
team built up a 38 to 19 lead, only
..to have the visitors pull uo to 3$ jo
27. The Scots were - equal to the occasion, however, and tightened up
again to have that 45 to 28 lead at the
finish. The officials called many fouls
which the crowd did not like and the
spectators were in a constant' uproar.
Captain Pudge Hole led the home
scoring with 15 points, closely followed by Dick Gernert with 13 markers.
The next game, also played in
Severance gym, was against Beloit
college, from out Wisconsin way. The
visitors played a slow break type of
ball, depending on long shots and
tricky passes to get points. The trouble
was that they could not solve the Scot
defense and so were far behind at the
half, 40 to 16. Pudge made 19 of his
21 tallies in that big first half. The
game was 11 minutes, old before the
losers tallied a field goal. The Scots
took 77 shots from the field to a total
of 37 field goal attempts for Beloit.
Captain Will Harman led
his visiting team with 15 points. This
was the last game before vacation. The
team members left for home to spend
a few days before returning to practice for Duquesne,
Be-speckl-

8

ed

'

'

A

DEAN OF OHIO COACHES

4.

400 yd. relay: Bowling Green (North,
Carter, . Robertson, Greetham).

Total score

Wooster

Bowling

48;

Green 24.

Wooster striving vainly to make up
the deficit.
Sproull Leads Scoring
For the Scots, Sproull and Pudge
led the scorers with 10 and 7 respectively, while Kasperik with 14 and
Widowitz with 11 markers led the
home team. It was a typical Wooster-Duquesn- e
battle, although playing
conditions were not the b6st possible.
Crumple Carroll
Last Thursday evening at Cleveland
the Scots rang up their 36th consecutive conference triumph when they
defeated John Carroll to the tune of

4Ct24. It

-wa-

r-Carroll's-first-defeat

of the season. The home team

regis-

tered the first field goal before the
Wooster defense stopped them dead.
The score at the end of the first
quarter was 13 to 2 in favor of the
Scots, Pudge and Dick leading the
scoring parade. The second quarter
was a duplicate of the first, the losers being completely outplayed and
trailing 30 to 7 at the half. In the
second half t h e Wooster offense
slumped dismally to only register 10
points and the contest lost most of its
interest for Scot fans. Frank Grenert
played a magnificent game, being instrumental in holding Freedman, Carg
roll's
center, to seven
points and only one field goal. Freedman. had tallied 56 points in three
previous games. Dick had 11 points
to lead the victor's scaring, closely followed by Pudge with 10 markers.
high-scorin-

After the Game and Dance
Bring Your Date to

Seaboyer's Grill

After six minutes had been played
in the second half, Wesleyan had
scored 12 points to the home teams
with
i.
8, knotting the count at 32. Apparentsuperior speed, a smaller Ohio
n
ly the Scots were just beginning to hit,
team came from behind to for they connected from all angles to
edge out the Scots in .a rough game, runtheitjjdYantage-iaLSfiwi- th
Then they
49-4A total of 39 fouls were called only five minutes to
cracked. The lid on the Basket seemed
by referees Smith and Gross. No less
to be closed, and the visitors got their
than six players were sent to the eye. Dick Hartman,
Jack Buttermore,
cooler before the game was over.
Ed Hughes, and Bill Heisler had all
Wooster started out as if they were been ejected on personal fouls by this
time.. ... But . Baroody, Faught, and
going to have an "on" night, but it
Hamilton all got their eye at the
proved to be a false sign. Frank Grensame time. Baroody sank a close one
ert scored first from the' field for
bring the count to .45-4Then
Wooster with two long "swishers" to'
Faught sneaked one in from up close.
which gave the home team a temporWith a minute to play Wooster lost
ary lead. And the Scots did have a
the ball on a shot from the side. The
slight lead throughout the game. They"
Battling Bishops stormed up the floor.
gave the impression of being far off
Baroody passed to sophomore Hamilfirm, but nevertheless in charge of the
ton in the corner, as the Wooster desituation.
fense was clustered around the basket.
The scoring was approximate Hamilton passed, ' then arched one
even through the first quarter till the high in the air. It didn't touch the
end, when the Scots jumped their lead rim as it swished through. The Scots
But the Bishops battled on, lost the ball in Wesleyan territory.
to 15-and managed to trail by only 24-2at As Eicher tried to wrest the ball from
the half.
Faught, he fouled him, and the senior
letterman made good tin both tosses
to post the final tallies on the score'
'
board.
'.

By BOB WILKINSON
Combining a lot' of fight

Wes-leya-

pi.

5.

3.

,

9.

0

Kent Stale Invades

Dick Hartman was the leading

ForConferenceTilr

or: Wwleyaflwiriri
led Wooster's

IrBick-Sppeiil-

scor-er- f

l

scoring with 12, and

Pudge Hole had 10. Jack Buttermore
Rosy Starn's Golden Flashes o f played a magnificent floor game for
the Bishops, contributing 9 points.
Kent State move into Severance Gym
The defensive star of the game was
Saturday night to try to atone for Frank Grenert, who knocked
innumthe 40-3- 7
win the Scots administered erable shots high in the air when
them last year.' The Staters' schedule they seemed headed for pay dirt.
The Scots next opponent will be
is somewhat crowded 'and consequentthe Kent State Flashes who will appear
ly the Holemen will.be the fourth team
here Saturday night.
for the Flashes in- a period of six days.
Led by Max Conner, senior from
-

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Smithville, the invaders tote a squad
composed of eight lettermen, and po-

Jan.

tential sophomore material. Joe Price,
Dan Gulgin, and Hal Andreas along
with Conner paced Kent in scoring
last year and return this season for re-

1

6

"";
Kent State
Ashland
Bowling Green There

8

Case at Cleveland

8

25
Feb.

.

--

time-ou-

Oberlin
20 Fenn at Cleveland
.
22 Mt. Union )
Whether or not the student body will
'
Wittenberg
28
be permitted to attend this fray is a
Mar.
Kenyon at Gambler
dependcase for the administration
4 Muskingum at N. Concord
ing on the latest epidemic count.
15

.

1

game ended with the score standing
at 40 to 33 in favor of Duquesne, with
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Baroody, C
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Perhaps it couldn't happen here
but it did happen there. Down in little
Westerville the whole town jubilant
much like a New Year's Eve celebration, as bells, whistles and people
joined in a victory celebration. The
mighty Scots with their unbelievable
win record had been conquered. It
takes a long time to build a reputation as the pride and joy of Ohio
basketball but it takes more than a
single defeat to tumble the respect
Wooster has gained by its brand of
playing. This reputation is jeopardized, however, if the squad adopts a
listless attitude in the remaining games
on the schedule. Spirit, and lots of it,
will be a dominating factor in the
coming encounters, and the squad
owes it to their coach to the student
body, and to themselves to give exhibitions of which we know they are
capable. The law of averages is bound
to catch up with the percentage of
shots soon, and when it does look
.

out, opposition.

Corporation

Paul Lamale, agent

CREAM

ICE CREAM
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125 S. WALNUT ST.
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McFarland, g
Patterson, g

,

0

4

1

. 1

2

2

6

0
0
0

4
0
0
49

WOOSTER

Hole, f
Gernert, f
Grenert, c
Kate, g
Sproull, g
H. Eicher, g
Weaver, g

0

.2
.0
0
18

Totals-

13

.

2

10
6

1

5

6
2

7
12

2

1

5

-- 0
.15

0

in Sunny South

With Siestas

After spending - Christmas-vacatio- n
in the waters of the sunny South, the
1941 - edition - o f Coach Munson's
swimming team chalked up a victory
in their first meet of the season at
Wittenberg College last Friday night
with a score of 51 to 24. Returning to the team this year are
four lettermen: Westbrooke, Greene,
Morse, and Dunlap, several veterans
from last season, and a group of out
standing sophomore prospects. All of
these Scots showed well in the meet.
Wooster took eight of the nine first
-

4

-

,

0
places.
;
Totals
16
45
the
boys
Fifteen
made
journey
to
Referees: A. N. Smith (Ohio North
ern) Monk Gross (New Philadel- Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Coach Munson,
who was in charge, was accompanied
phia).
by his wife. Nine of the fellows were
from the swimming team, and Paul
Totten, Bob West, Roger McCann,
and Bob Duncan, bother of Arch
Duncan, went along for the opportunity to see the south inexpensively.
Hold Swimming Forum
At Fort Lauderdale, the swimmers
Gloom shrouded the local basket participated in the Swimming Forum,
ball outfit on the trek from Otterbein
training school which 700 college

36 Game

Victory
Streak Crumbles

.

CbTIegeastTgTitbTMUMfliat

long,'

revered victory streak was finally
snapped. For 36 straight conference.
tilts, the Scots had emerged on top
only to have litde Otterbein
and smite them down,
1
33-3-

rise up

in the

37th battle.

Wermentten3eTAnfeature

ofthe

forum was an East vs. West meet on
Sunday, Dec. 29. Westbrooke, Duncan, Greene, and Miles swam for the
victorious West. "Curly" Westbrook
swam on a second place 200 yd. free
style relay squad, composed of Besrf
(Michigan), Staney (Purdue), and
n
helped
Moore (Iowa).
200 yd. backstroke relay team to
finish third. His team was made up
of Anderson (Purdue), Boaz (Indi
ana), and Prior (Purdue). Dan Miles
and Howard Greene entered the 400
yd. free style event, but were unable
to place, due to the number of par
ticipants, some of them top rank '.col
lege swimmers.
The squad had two swimming pe
riods a day; one in the morning, and
another after lunch. The rest of the
afternoon and evening was free for
them to sun on the beach, play in
the surf, or do anything that pleased
them. Mr. Munson attended a
clinic on development of swimming
strokes and several coaches' meetings.
The mentors were also privileged to
do a little deep sea fishing. Coach
Pappengutt of Purdue, pulled in the
largest, but he didn't have much over
Bob Dunlap, who caught a 15 lb.
kingfish, and had it prepared for the
gang.
The Florida trip not only afforded
the team an excellent opportunity to
get into shape for the 1941 season,
but it gave them a splendid chance to
the Southland economically. Since
most? of the fellows had never been
to Florida before, the journey proved
exciting and educational. The hotel
rates were a dollar a day in Ft.
Lauderdale, and the swimmers had

privileges of free tennis, bowling, and
golf. Meals were exceptionally cheap,
and oranges were bought in the bushel
lot. Perfect weather prevailed during
the entire trip.
The squad is scheduled to travel to
Case Friday. Here is the summary of
the Wittenberg meet at Springfield:
300 yd. medley: Wooster (Duncan,
Morse, Westbrooke) Time 3:30. 200 yd. free style: Greene 1st, Hoff.
man 3rd. Time 2:45.6.
50 yd. free style: Westbrooke 1st, Les
sing 3rd. Time 25.8.
Fancy diving: Good 3rd.
100 yd. free style: Greene 1st. Vitello.
'
Time 59.6.
150 yd. backstroke: Duncan 1st. Time
1:56.4.
200 yd. breaststroke: Morse 1st, Dun-la- p
2nd. Time 2:56.4..
400 yd. free style: Miles 1st, Steiner
' 2nd. Time 5:38.7.
400 yd. relay: Wooster (Miles, West
brooke,. Morse, Greene) Time
4:11.8.
Total score Wooster 51; Wittenberg
24.
I
.
ByJfy.
Suits "and Overcoats

J9c

CITY TAXI
Phone
812

1

to 5 passengers

13c

Arch-Dunca-

With Harry Eicher replacing Kid
Kate in the starting line-uWooster
garnered a
lead at the half way
mark. With three minutes remaining
before intermission, .both Harry and
Gernert were banished on fouls, after
Harry had piled up seven points to
lead the Wooster scoring for the1 eve
p,

24-2- 0

ning.
As is becoming the custom, the sec
practically nil.
ond half offensive-waMany harsh winters have come and
s

gone since Wooster has been held to

YOUR NUT and
CANDY SHOPPE
"Say It With a Box of
Our Candy"
OPP. SCHINtrS THEATRE

For The Original

-

HAMBURGER

DC "ByTneBagFulT

I R Y
PHONB 319

DC

6-d- ay

seven points in 20 minutes. Otterbein
swished three buckets front the field
connected after
half
the
and the score was knotted
s
The
.iced the game
when they grabbed a four point lead
before the Holemen
down-stater-

6.

with 58 seconds remaining.

'.

The reason for the downfall: Any
coach will tell you '"just one of those
By J.C.
things."

It in need ol
"Application"
We can give you

Quick Service

QUALITY DAIRY- - PRODUCTS
MILK

3

Wooster Swimmers Spend Vacation

Hamburger Inn
BROKEN

LENSES
DUPLICATED

White Lensaw2.00to2JfO
Tinted Lenses.2J0 to frJOO
Frames repaired while yon wait

wnrwATSON
Optometrist
133 B. Liberty
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PWe

PHOTOS

WEITZEL Dry Cleaning Co.

.

1

1
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Hamilton f

SEASON'S GREETINGS
Phone 260

.4

'.

C. G. WILLIAMS,

s.

11

S

M. Edwards, Manager
President
CHAS. I. CORRELL, Vice-Preand Trust Officer
W. J. BERTpLBTTB, Cashier
C. J. KING, Ass't Cashier

3

;'

-

FI. Tot.

Fid.
4

Hartman, f

.

Denison at Granville

12

peat performances. Andreas is a big six
foot, four inch lad whose power lies in
his strength under the back board.

'

"

OHIO WESLEYAN

-

26-2-

Falter Before Dukes
-

was strong evidence of in hangover
in last Saturday's Wesleyan' encountexhibitions
er. Despite the under-pa- r
special note should be jciren to the
superb defensive work oV Big Red
Grenert and the aggressive play of
Dick Sproull in each of these bartles.

.

,'

The game at Pittsburgh was played
during: vacation before a crowd of
1500. The Scots again were off. on
their shots but were still in the running at the half with the score 20 to
1 5 against them. In the second half
Wooster hit a streak to take the lead
at 27 to 24, but the Dukes came back
with their customary splurge to take
a 31 to 27 lead at the next
Fouls removed three of the Scot regulars in the second half with Gernert,
Harry Eicher and Sproull leaving the
game. With six, minutes to play, Karl
Kate and Moe Becker had a slight
mix-uon the floor and both were put
out of the struggle immediately. The

!

r v.

1

:

.MUNSON

Scot Cagers Open With Wins Over
Miami, Beloit, Carroll; Lose to Dukes
By AL

ii

3

y.

Ms-fo- o

'

,

This Friday the tankers journey to
Cleveland to take on the Case swimmers. Munse and his cohorts will be
making an. attempt for three straight
wins in the present season. Last week
Case was submerged, by Coach Mun-son'- s
alma mater, Slippery Rock; but
SUMMARY
since Westbrook and McGee are
300 yd. medley: Wooster 1st (Duncan, doubtful starters, the meet should
Morse, Miles) Time 3:21.2.
prove a natural.
n.

,

ketball and swimming machines.
Hardly had the Christmas holidays
started until Coach Munson, 'Mrs.
Munson and the mermen flocked
south. Enroute they had the delightful pleasure of stopping off and seeing
Jim Munson, '39, and Peg Calf ee, '39,
exchange marital vows. The Florida
weather was perfect and the lads returned with two weeks of rugged
training to show for their trip.
With a basketbrawl game scheduled
for Jan. 3, Coach Hole found it necessary to recall the squad the day after
Christmas to resume, their practice.
It is reported that the' Wooster students in the Pittsburgh area attended
the Duquesne-Sco- t
fray en masse, but
the Holemen finished on the short end
of a 40-3score to crack a fourteen
game winning streak. Last Thursday
we journeyed to Cleveland to see John
Carrolls Blue Streaks succumb 40-2What happened to the Scot attack in
that game we can't explain, but there

3

diving event. Osthiemer of the Bee
Gee's, Good's only opponent, scraped
his head on the bottom of the pool
and was pulled from the event by his
coach. He was given points for 'second
place.

Howard Greene, son of Cleveland
'East Tech's Coach Ivan Greene won
the 200 and the 100 yard free style
races. Arch Duncan, ace backstroker
for the Scots, took the honors in the
170 yard backstroke event and he
was in the victorious 300 yard medley
team. "Dan'l" Miles had little trouble
in winning the 400 yard free style
. event.
At the half wav mark he had
lapped hit nearest opponent and he
finished almost two laps ahead.
The Scots travel to Cleveland tomorrow afternoon to settle a matter
with the Case mer-meCoach Mun- ' mn
an A
it hnnmcr tVtat
brooke will have recovered sufficiently to make the trip.

"

:.

I

Stan Good placed first in the fancy

45-2-

'

we can dodge

-

M

0

T

CAWiELL

chirping "Scrub
Me Germie with the Flu, Flu" long
enough, the long, lost- edition of the
Voice will go to press again. While
vacationing (sans pay), the sports
war has been raging all along the
front. Footbowl games are now, a thing
of the past, and local interests center
wholly on the welfare of the Scot bas-

If

..::

;

By JOHN GEBHARDT
100 yd. fre style: Greene W, Greet-haSpjashing through with six out of
BG, Vitello W. Time 58.8.
eight possible firsts the Munson-men170 yd. backstroke: Duncan W, Osovercame a highly 'touted Bowling
thiemer BG, Carr W. Time 1:56.2
Green team yesterday afternoon in the
200 yd. breast stroke: Jones BG, Dun-laWooster Pool 48 to 24 without the aid
W, Hoffman W. Time 2:40.3.
of Russell Westbrooke and Edgar
400 yd. free style:' Miles W, Steiner
two crack varsity' men who were
W, Belard BG. Time 4:50.4.
recovering from the popular epidemic.
Sophomore Bob Lessing was the surprise man of the meet. Bob raced
through to victory in the 70 yard free

H

s

SSt
:

V

Two Scot Mainstays

j
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PHOTOGRAPHERS

Physionomical Cranium Manipulation
With Amidextrous Facilities

DICK MORRISON'S
Southeast Corner of Square
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U.S. CM Service Review of News Events of 1940
Relates Many Varied Occurrences

IJakesfc

Jobs

explosives on England. During the
campaign for president, Wendell L.
Wilkie was the target for a bushel of
assorted vegetables and fruits.

By JIM ALLARDICB
This being the first issue 'of the
year it is onJjyroper that the Voice
review thenews events of 1940. Devil
Service spite what the mathematicians may
The United St-jonitniffifrn has announced an exam- tell you, 1940 was an odd year.
ination under the title of "Student
It was the year that the British
Aid" for positions in the Federal
closed the Burma Road and it was
government. Usually employment in
took Sidi
these positions i or work during the the year Italian troops
1
school vacation periods. Upon the Barrani.

For Students

--

close of the work season, appointees
may be furloughed to return to their
college studies, and reemployed in
succeeding seasons. Upon completion
of their academic training, they may
be recalled as Government Student
Aids with opportunities for. advancement to the professional service.
Applicants .must have completed at
'
j... sura
,J
t.. ii .
i
villCC fcwt vi vuucgs
jam.. j.
the
indicated
formally
at
have
must
college or university their intention of
majoring in the optional subject chosen in the Student Aid examination.
Junior students now in attendance at
institutions of recognized standing
may be admitted to examination, subject to 'their furnishing during the existence of the eligible register proof
of the successful completion. of their
junior college year prior to July 1,
1941. Applicants may not enter the
examination who completed the third
year - of college study prior to May
I

n7i

.--

In August the Senate in order to
encourage enlisting voted to raise the
army pay from $21 to j(S0 a month.
In October Elliot Roosevelt gave up a
76,000 radio job to become a captain in the army.;
.

'

In December Pres. Roosevelt

eating poisoned pancakes.

."

report-

that he would come back to Georgia
In 1940 Walter P. Chrysler died!. if the World survived and that same
35,000 persons were killed in auto- month the Ohio State University athmobile accidents during the year and letic Board sought a new coach to
William S. Knudsen of General Mot- guide their football teams for the
ors was appointed as head of the de- next three years.
ed

fense commission.

And, oh yes, in 1940 Shirley Temin 1940 that an army of ple and Neville Chamberlain retired.
government employees took the census
and discovered "that there were
1938.
souls in the United States.
The duties of these positions are They also discovered that Washingto perform simple subprofessional ton, D. C. had made the greatest poptasks connected with the practical ap- ulation gain in the last ten years of
plication of the principles of one of any American city.
the sciences in the folowing optional
During the battle of Britain, Gerbranches:
Agricultural economics;
agronomy; animal husbandry; biol- many dropped 92,400,000 pounds of
James Allardice was elected speaker
ogy (wildlife) ; economics; engineer
of Congressional club for the second
ing; forestry; geology; home economcongress
session of the
ics; horticulture; metallurgy'; plant
at the last meeting of that organizapathology; public administration, potion held Monday, Jan. 13. Jim relitical science, history, or sociology;
places J. Charles Wynn who was
range management; soils; statistics.
spakeFdufingThefirst session of the
Applications must be filed at the Forty-twpeople attended the French club.
Commission's Washington office not dinner dance Tuesday evening: All the
Other officers elected besides Speaklater than January 20 if received from French professors were present. This
er Allardice are: clerk, Stan Coates;
states east of Colorado arid not later dinner was held in honor of Le Jour
arid seargeant-at-armHarry Bigelow.
than January 23, 1941, if received Des Rots, and was served in French
John Bone will continue as treasurer
from Colorado and states westward. style.
by virtue of the fact that the office
Applicants must not have passed their
has a two session term.
crowned.
king
were
queen
A
and.
thirtieth birthday. This age limit does
who
his
bean
in
The
person
a
fo'd
Representative Jim Allardice prenot apply to veterans receiving veteran preference, up to the retirement cake was king and then he chose, a sented the initial thesis of the new sesqueen. John Bathgate and Mile. sion, which was on historical and
age.
Grievorkian were king and queen.
political background of the Nazi
Further information and applicaparty. The thesis attributed the rise
tion forms may be obtained from the ..Ruth Lamborn gave a talk on the
of the Nazi party in part to the deSecretary of the Board of U. S. Civil custom of the festival. This was folpression in 1929. Representative AllService examiners at any first- - or lowed by the play "Le Commerce
a-.
which was directed by Miss ardice went on to say that the people
e
I I
.i
uuu-- u -post on ice, or rrom
tne
in Germany were so' poorly informed
US. Civil Service commission, Wash- Frances Guille. Gerry Morton and
Carolyn McGill were in charge of the that they fell easy prey to the propaington, D. C.
'
costumes. The characters in the play ganda of the Nazi party. Coupled
were: Mme. Pied, Fanny Tefcuhan; with this was the fact that the Republic
Fanny, Kay Smith; Jeannette, Wini was weak, due to the
policy it followed rather than
Omicron Delta Fraternity fred Parsons; Toinette, Gerry Morton;
sticking
to one unified scheme of govHelen Phillips; Lolotte, Virginia
Discusses. Voice Banquet Irma,
Lewis; Augusta, Jean Hudson; and ernment. The paper was. part of Representative Allardice's honors work.
Francine, Carolyn McGill.
Omicron Delta, national honorary
Following this. Jean Loweth, Bar- --joumalistic'ftaterratyreldaffieerwas

131,-669,2-

75

i

Elect Allardice

-

Speaker of Club

Bathgate Reigns
At French Dinner

thirty-secon- d

o

s,

Re-pren-

d"

'

--

middle-of-the-roa-

bara McConnell, and Mary Osborne
ing in the Voice office Wednesday
entertained with a cabaret dance.
evening, Jan. 15. President Helen
Si Mes Vers Avaient des Ailes was
Merry, Jim Wise, social chairman,
and one alumnae member,' Peggy Mull sung by Jane Robinson while Prof.
were present.
John Olthouse favored, the group with
two French songs.
It was decided to take the make-u- p

staff of thj Voice to a private showing of Charlie' Chaplin's latest picture, "The Great Dictator" on the
same evening.

d
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That the installment plan should be
abolished. The speakers for the affirmative were Marjorie Danforth and
Bill Hydorn. Peggy Baysor and Bob
Johnson spoke for "the negative.
The next meeting will be held Mon
day evening, January 20 at 7 in Room
6, Taylor hall. The speakers "are
Charles
Schollenberger,
Jeannette
Sprecher, Nancy Robinson, and Zane
Brandenstein.
They will announce
their topic later.

Fortnightly Gives

'

PHONE 160

v

Chemistry club was entertained at
the home of Dr. Roy I. Grady Tuesday, Jan. 14. John Derfer and Beth
Boulton were the prize winners in the
various games played. Refreshments
were served after a very enjoyable evening. There will be no future meetings
of the Chemistry club until after
exams.

Barbara Woodward and Bob Doug
lass will lead the devotions at Freshman Forum on Sunday morning. A
speaker is being secured-- according to
members of the executive committee
who are planning the program. The
Forum will meet at 9:45 a.m. in Kauke
201.
,

Economfsfs Make

Federal Bank Tour
together-witrrmember-

sTjf

Mac-Kenzi-

.

gates of the National Student Federation, which is considering covering
its connection with the red tinged
American Youth Congress. The group,
in general, favored aid to Britain, and
in many of its stands, was opposed
to those taken by the ASU.

A 7 part of the tour which seemed
most interesting was the large vault
which is separate from the main
bank building in order to allow for
inspection. The steel and concrete
vault has a 400 ton door which is so
hinged that it can be swung by hand.
There are smaller vaults inside for the
storage of currency, papers, etc.
--

--

Classical Club
Classical club will meet Tuesday,

Jan. 21, at 7:30 p.m. in Kauke social
rooms
meetin- gIn addition to the regular meeting
there will be a talk by Vergil E. Hiatt,
assistant professor of Latin, on the
topic "Eavesdropping on Roman Com
edy". Prof. Hiatt's talk will include
for-areguIar-bus-

iness

.

material
thesis; .

presented

in . his
:

master's

'

e,

Students and Defense
Led by Lee Stern, an Antioch stuOther points of interest included dent, seven
Pile
the sorting and handling of currency, grims" started hiking from Lancaster,
the department handling government Pa., pushing their
cart,
securities, the transit department which "Armada of Mercy" up to Times
handles the clearing nd'6TTel:tTonof SquareTnNirY6r
checks from the various member banks after two weeks of traveling
A
in the Geveland Federal Reserve dis- campaign for the contribution of
trict, the officers quarters, the library, medical supplies and ambulances to
and the statistical division.
Greece has been initiated in every
Interesting, also, was a collection of college and university in the United
older forms of paper money of the States and Canada by the American
United States including notes of very Hellenic Student Committee for Medlarge denominations.
ical Aid to Greece, with its national
"Food-for-Europ-

two-wheel-

ed

blackout, and blitz it!"
Whacha blitzen it for, boy?"
'Twas in the Grill that I was one
"I got a date with Zanzibar!"
evening, when I heard this conversa"Zanzibar? You mean that shapely
tion between two stalwart lads. The little destroyer I saw you with last
one was standing by a booth, and the night?"
other playfully slapped him on the
"Who did you think I ment? A
back. I believe it's slang!
putt faced lounge lizzard? Hey, boy,
"Get off my back, you tiger!"
I got to go zoopin the zoop' with
"Budrow!"
'

.......

'

"
Zanzi!"
"Phoonari!"
. "Whacha mean zoopin' the zoop?"
"Whacha know," J6e? Well
"You know, shiffelin' the shuff! So
where did you pick up that shafty
Budrow!"
long
onion sack? My, aren't you the gaitly
'
soul, though?"
"Take it easy Phoonari!"
"That's a rightly lookin' rag isn't
it? Picked it up at some little' rippi
tippi store,"
"And look at da pedal extremities! Kauke Gets Pay Station
AH covered up with new raw hide!
The latest innovation to appear on
Whow! You is a gonner!
runch! How much thinner is your the. college campus is the pay station
phone, which was recently installed in
gingle book, boy?"
Kauke hal entrance beside the door
"Twenty G. W.'s."
C-ee-

ST YLE TIE

Miller Publishes
Alumni Catalogue

Beauty Shoppe
Presents to - Wooster College
Girls this COUPON good for

When Wooster students arrived back

in school after the holiday season
they found that the Alumni Associa
l on any Oil Permanent
tion of the college had published the
Alumni Catalogue which is published
1 on any Machineless
every five years.
Permanent
,
'
When this publication was released
And 50c good for Shampoo,
(mm
ma1ro1
....... rnmnanv
..w... ...vo nrinMntr
.w...f.... , if. ...m.
f
Fingerwave, Rinse.
the twenty-fourt- h
publication of
I
:
A f
N!
.
vr
Li
J
unq in w uusier s nisiory. n lour page jAnd 35c good for
supplement to the annual catalogue of
Revlon Manicure
1876-7sufficed for the first record of
alumni-an- d
since
; PHONE 561- grown until the 1941 issue contains
.
over 650 pages.
This issue follows the conventional
style for Wooster Alumni Catalogues
except for a few additions. The number of men and women
is appended at the end of each class
list. Both married and maiden names
of all married alumnae are included
in the class, geographical and alpha
.
betical lists for
Light Gray or Dark Gray
The class lists, in which are in, Color
cluded all graduates and those
who attended college more
Durable Construction
than one semester give, as fay. as is
Good Shape Retaining Qualify
known, the latest home and business
address and the occupation.
Eleven thousand seven hundred and
twenty graduates and
are listed in this volume and nine
thousand one hundred and one are
BRENNER
living. Fifteen hundred and eight are
mentioned for the first time.

0

ij

i

7

hen-the-volume-h-
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non-graduat- es

SHIRTS
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non-graduat- es

75c and 95c

non-graduat-
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...:.i.4.95
Cardigan Wool Fabric Front
......4.95
Wool 12 Gire Skirt.......:.....:.,.
Matching Pullover and Cardigan Sweaters.. 2.95
IN THOSE
Pink Lemonade

MOUTH-WATERIN-

TWO BIG SHOWS

3.00

"The Westerner".

Gary Cooper
Walter Brennan'
' '
IN
'.

Neckwear
- ."-.

'.

---

ALSO
-

.now

50c to

Spring Blue' and
.

NEXT TO SCHINE'S

L

VAWherrDidYbrGet1
That Girl'?

1.50

with Leon Earol
Sunday-Monday-Tuesd-

1.00 to

3.95

--

NOW
50c to

ay

The Philadelphia Story'
WITH
Katherine Hepburn
Gary Grant
James Stewart .

'

1.97
Wednesday-Thursda- y

'Honeymoon ForThree'

COLORS

G

Line Green

D EULAHBECHTE
A,

1.00 to

Y

E

Mufflers

MATCHTRIX OUTFITS

Cherry

FRIDAY-SATURDA-

SAL

-

serve!"
long distance calls, without the noise,
"Let's gobble the goop, boy! My confusion, interruptions, and frequent
stomach is evacuated!"
poor connections which are so com
"Hey, Lou, two growls, an oink, a mon in the dorms.

Printed and Engraved Stationery
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have already taken action of one. sort to be used for a mobile food unit . . .
At Notre Dame Rev. Dr. Francis E,
The. American Institute of Graphic or another.
Arts is displaying fifty books of the
During the last month many stu- Mahon attacked the position taken
by Rev. Dr. John A. O'Brien that
year 1940 in Taylor hall from Jan. 14 dent organiz5BjMt
opposition
the Committee to Defend America by
to 26. The A. I. G. A. inaugurated in and organized relief movements.
Aiding the Allies "is a mass murder
1923-it- s
first exhibition of the "Fifty
-- Dutiug. Chrisr.taas vacation students
committee". Father McMahon pointEngthe
Booksof
Year", and later
were meeting in Madison, Wise, in
ed out. that "in .this dark hour-thland paid it the compliment of imitaNew Brunswick, N. J., and in New
is to help those strugonly course
tion. For 18 consecutive years the exYork City to decide the fate of an ungling valiantly against the forces of
hibitions have been held in New York
happy world. All of them felt the inC.N.S.
destruction."
and then routed through the larger fluence
of Communistic efforts, and
cities, and there seems not the slight few
were able to combat them. The
est doubt that they have been the most
Youth Ami-Wa- r
Congress convened
important single seminal influence in
on the University of Wisconsin camthe development of fine printing in
pus, and charged that the Selective
the United States.
Service Law was not democratic. While American-Oper- aThe purpose xf the exhibition of tKe the convention went on the record as
A. I. G. A. is for the promotion and being against Communists, Fascists,
Fortnightly is planning a gala occa
development of the graphic arts; the and Nazi sympathizers, it was admitwhen they present the opera
sion
encouragement of workers; the foster- tedly a Socialist group. They also
"Amelia
Goes to the Ball" by Men-ott- e
ing of education; the raising of stand- - charged the Roosevelt Administration
in February.
irds; the holding of an exhibition; with seeking to destroy civil liberties
Menotte
is an Italian born Ameri
the maintenance of a place for dis- and enter the European War.'
He was connected with
composer.
can
cussion; the publication of book and
A.S.U.
Curtis Institute of Music when he
periodicals; and the stimulation of
The Communistic American Student wrote this and he dedicated it to Mrs.
public tastes.
Union met in New 'York with 750 Carter Bok, the patron of the Curtis
The exhibition includes a variety delegates to the convention. They, too, Institute. .
of books by different publishers. The attacked the President and his adThe opera is the foremost Ameri
fifty books on display each represent ministration as well as the Committee can opera of the day. It was given
a different designer. Such books as to Defend America By Aiding the first .at Curtis, where Agnes Davis,
The Danube" by Emil Lengyel, Allies. These they called "warmongers') a well known vocalist in Philadelphia
"American Jazz Music" by Wilder and accused them of a wicked plot to and the first Atwater-Ken- t
radio conHobson; and "The Geese Fly High" involve American Youth in the war, test winner, took the part of Amelia.
by Florence Page Jacques are among Smarting under the slaps in the face She had come to Curtis on a scholar
those on display.
they had received on a New York ship, as a result of the Atwater-Ken- t
campus and at Michigan University, contest.' It has also been given in Rowhere the ASU groups have been chester, N. Y. and four times at the
thrown off the campus or curbed in Metropolitan Opera House in New
their activities, the ASU issued a char- York City. No other American opera
ter of student's rights and responsibilihas ever been given more than once
ties which included the right to form at the Metropolitan Opera House.
organizations of their own choosing
Elizabeth Lorson is taking the part
and to assemble within the institution. of Amelia. Her husband is Howard
Shaw. Paul Parmelee is her lover and
I.S.S.
Prof. Tostlebe's class in Money and
l TheIntgrnational Student Service. Jim Baird takes the part of the police-man- .
Banking,
In addition to theseTlhere is a
THE Corporation, made their annual with 200 College leaders in attendance, picked chorus of sixteen.
visit to the Federal .Reserve Bank in met on the campus of the New Jersey - Fortnightly is permitted
to give this
Cleveland, Saturday, Jan. 11. The College for Women at New Brunswick, opera only under the
condition
that
purpose of the visit was to observe and discussed "How Students Can they do not make a charge and that
the operation of a large banking Serve Democracy". The group is ad- the audience consists of students, They
mittedly "socialist, isolationist and
house.
pacifist as well as liberal." This group are hoping to give the performance
It was only a special concession to did no "demanding" or "denouncing" in Taylor hall for the entire student
Wooster students that made possible of its government, but sought meth- body after they have gjven it for their
own group.
their tour to the bank. Kenneth
ods by which it could serve. Attending
Wooster, '26, who is chief also, were 190 delegates of the Nationstatistician of the bank, served as guide al Student Federation, which it Could
for the Wooster students.
serve. Attending also, were 170 dele-
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Announcements
Institute of Art International Situation Arouses
Freshman Debate
Will Hold Display Active Interest of College Youth
headquarters at Columbia University
Wooster, with its C. A. A
The Freshman Debate club met on
from the
At Barnard College, the Commit
Of Year's BooksH comparatively
"Resolved,,
The question
chaos of the war. Many other colleges tee for British War Relief raised f 1300 Jan.

e
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In 1940 thousands of men were
It was the year that Great Britain killed in the battle of Flanders and
opened the Burma road and it was in
the Duchess of Windsor suffered from
1940 that Mussolini's soldiers were
a tooth ache.
forced to retreat from Sidi Barani.
In 1940 Mayor La Guardia critiIn 1940 John L. Lewis declared cized William Alen White
for his polfor Willkie and threatened resigna- icy of aiding the allies with words
tion as president of the C. I. O. if the when deeds were needed. 1940 was
Republican candidate lost. That same
the year of the first peacetime comWUlkietated that pulsory draft 6f men" between the
year WendeU
there was no indispensable man. ,
ages of 21 and 35. 1940 was the year
Two hundred, thousand Russians Mayor LaGuardia celebrated his 58th
'
t
were killed in Finland and in Pitts- birthday.
burgh, Pa. 12 persons were dead from
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